Multi-Vendor Intent-Based Networking
Delivering Data Center Reliability and Simplicity

The business landscape is rapidly changing. This requires data centers to be more agile, reliable, and secure.

We can help you outperform the competition.

Top of Mind for Data Center Leaders

- "Can my network support changing business requirements?"
- "Did I make changes reliably?"
- "Is my business protected from evolving security attacks?"
- "How can I ensure an efficient workforce?"

Juniper can help you thrive in today's dynamic environments.
We can help you outperform the competition.

This is achieved with:

- Up to 80% Improved Operational Efficiency
- Up to 70% Improved MTTR
- Up to 90% Faster Time to Delivery

Intent-Based Networking
- Single management framework
- Pre-change analysis with continuous validation
- Multi-vendor automation

Simplified Operations
- Proactive monitoring
- Advance analytics & root-cause analysis
- Consistent workflow

Zero Trust Security
- Workload protection
- Policy-based validation
- Connected security at scale

"The efficiency of network construction and device replacement operations is greatly improved and we can easily replicate it: what used to take several days is now completed in tens of minutes! In addition, even if you make a mistake, for example with cabling, thanks to Apstra's IBA telemetry, you can grasp the problem with a simple glance of the GUI."
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Join a Live Demo:
www.juniper.net/automated-data-center-demo
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